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Standardized Mezzanine Distribution
& Watermarking Initiative Update
Jim Starzynski, NBCU
Origin and Background
As many may be aware, less than a year ago the
NABA Technical Committee (NABA-TC) was
introduced to the industry-wide issue concerning
the current complications of file-based content delivery.
At their meeting on December 5, 2012, ABC representative Richard Wolf vented his frustration with
how inefficient the "de facto" process of handling
endless inbound and outbound file formats had become. His issue was based on how the industry
was moving from
linear tape to files at
a rapid pace, but not
under any particular
standard or recognized process or
workflow. As per
Wolf, "…the multitudes of standards,
file formats, and
frame rates are leading to an explosion
in content creation
and
distribution
cost".
Our members could
not nod their heads
in agreement fast
enough as each had
a story of how this
transition was impacting their operations. The members commiserated with Wolf as
they discussed the limited control they had. Orders
for file-based content, all requiring immediate action, entered into their workflows and left for their
customers regardless of the lack of a single filebased content delivery standard. A recipient of
content may choose to limit inbound deliverables to
a single specification for the make-up of an inbound
content file; however, from the supplier’s point of

view the specification for outbound delivered content would be left for specification by the recipient
of the content you are delivering to – your customer. Considering the customer is always right
and our current world of non-standardization for
file delivery, one can imagine how the variation of
both linear channel and VOD file types any supplier
must be able to provide can be frankly overwhelming.
Pulling the Pieces Together
With this information at hand and interest from
every member, the NABA-TC considered the challenges of file-based delivery as a less than desirable
s i t u a t i o n
that required immediate investigation.
A
Standardized
Mezzanine Distribution & Watermarking Initiative SubCommittee of the
TC was thereby
formed with key
membership
from
Disney/ABC, CBC/
Radio-Canada,
HBO, FOX, PBS,
and others, with
NBCU contributing
to and leading the
group. As a first
task, data was collected about members’ operations that
would be a key component of a report to the overall NABA-TC from
this new “File-Format Sub-Committee.” The report
would contain an important survey of the realworld situation and give an overview of the state of
the industry as well as what makes file-based delivery in 2013 such an overwhelmingly complicated
reality. The paper was submitted to the NABA-TC
shortly after their March 6th meeting and anContinued on next page...
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other summary and action plan was discussed at the June 6th meeting. Collected
data and the opinions of our industry members confirmed that the current situation was
in need of unification across the industry.
The Sub-Committee’s report is available at
the following link:
http://www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/
documents/public_docs/tc_summit_2013/2TBause_CSmith_NABA.pdf
What is challenging... and doable?
Also at June NABA-TC meeting our SubCommittee reported more organized findings and the completion of our paper. Furthermore, the NABA Technology Summit in
August built tremendous support and momentum. At the subsequent NABA-TC
meeting on October 29th, the SubCommittee got the “OK” to pursue two initiatives designed to carve away at the problem:
 First, the introduction of the "XML
String"; a concept transforming the typical
written delivery specification to an electronic one. We are pushing to set the
groundwork for a unified move by the in-

Summary of the
Fourth ITU-R JTG
4-5-6-7 Session
Winston Caldwell, FOX Networks
The fourth (out of a total of six) International Telecommunications Union – Radiocommunication (ITU-R) Joint Task Group
(JTG) 4-5-6-7 sessions occurred from October 17th to October 25th, 2013, to collect
studies which determine the feasibility of
sharing by International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) systems in potential candidate bands.
During the session, the
NABA delegation, in association with representatives from other Sector memberships
that are affiliated with broadcasting and satellite companies, successfully accomplished
several beneficial objectives.
The NABA sharing study contribution was
accepted and input to the C-band downlink
Working Document (WD) to a Draft New
Report (DNR) as a replacement for the previous NABA sharing study, though the report maintains references to both contributions. The other C-band downlink sharing

dustry. Adoption of this concept, though not
completely solving the problem, could
greatly improve the inefficiencies of current
practices and eliminate inaccuracies associated with a written deliverable specification.
 Our NABA member organization will
be asked to present this concept to their operational units. Feedback will be made
available to the Sub-Committee, which will
report back to the NABA-TC on how receptive our member operations are to an automated specification practice.
As a result of the August 13th Technology
Summit, both a need, and in fact an offer,
for more input from industry-wide expertise
outside of NABA became timely and important. Acting on this, the Sub-Committee,
under the direction of NABA-TC leadership
and in conjunction with the Advanced Media Workflow Association (AMWA), the
EBU, the International Association of
Broadcasting Manufacturers (IABM), and
SMPTE, created a “Joint Task Force (JTG)
on File-Formats and Media Interoperability.”

studies that were received at the previous
JTG were also updated and inserted into the
WD to the DNR. Two additional studies
were received at this JTG which propose a
required separation distance in conjunction
with a required guard band. After much
discussion of these studies, it was determined that instituting a guard band inside of
a Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) allocation
would require a reduction of the allocation. The institution of a guard band inside
of an established allocation contradicts sharing feasibility. The contributors are to redo
their studies so that the resulting sharing
requirement is only in terms of a required
separation distance while also using the
agreed-upon parameters which were provided by the relevant expert Working Parties.
Further work occurred to analyze
the results of the
studies, identify the
differences in assumptions or methodologies, and provide an accurate synopsis
of the conclusions. This work would act as
the main body of the eventual C-band

This new JTG will meet via teleconference
and perhaps face-to-face on a regular basis
to discuss projected solutions like the XML
String and other initiatives to improve the
current state of file-based distribution. Group logistics are being discussed, as
is membership, scope of work and devising
a Work Plan. All NABA members are encouraged to have a representative join and
remain active in the discussions. In fact,
two new members have recently joined
NABA as affiliates largely to partake in this
important process — Ad-ID and BBM Canada. Therefore I think it is fair to say that
the JTG is off to a good start, as even at this
early stage, the formation has been extremely well received and much industrywide expertise has been secured. More information is available from your NABA-TC
representative or through the Secretariat.
If strength is in numbers, and knowledge is
power, this NABA Sub-Committee project
is well off the ground with less than one
year since its inception and many more results to come in 2014. ∎

downlink report. This document maintains
its status as a WD and was attached to the
Chairman’s Report. We were instructed in
closing plenary that it will be the eventual
responsibility of Study Group 4 to approve
the report. At the next JTG, work will continue on trying to reach agreement on the
main body of the WD-DNR.
Similarly, the analysis of the results of the
studies will be provided as an entry into the
Conference Preparatory Meeting (CPM) text
once agreement has been reached in the
JTG. This text remains in a WD to proposed
CPM text and was attached to the Chairman’s Report. This work will become more
controversial as it continues in the next JTG
session in February.
The concluding paragraph of the NABA
sharing study contribution was captured in
the summary table of positions, in addition
to the two existing entries in the table that
were inserted from the previous NABA
sharing study contribution, stating that IMT
sharing is not feasible in the 3.4-4.2 GHz
band.
Continued on next page...
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Also contained in the table is the NABA
contribution related to high C-band and
along with the supporting WBU contribution. Only the entry for the 5925-6425 MHz
band was captured. It was decided that
bands over 6 GHz are not being dealt with at
the JTG 4-5-6-7. However, the reference to
the 6875-7125 MHz band was noted by the
Chairman.
As for the uplink, a WD-DNR is being developed based primarily on two contributions that were received – one from the Russian Federation and one from Intelsat.
Work continues at the JTG 4-5-6-7 on IMT
sharing of the UHF band. Work on IMT
sharing of the band in Region 1 countries
have been separated from that of Region 2
(mobile is co-primary with broadcasting
over the UHF band in Region 3). A WD-

DNR is being developed on the sharing potential of the UHF band using two sharing
studies – one from CBS and one from Intel
Corp. These studies have been included in
the report as attachments but the body of the
report is empty of substance. The main
body of the report will remain empty until a
contribution proposing text which interprets
the results of the sharing studies is received
and accepted. Such interpretive text based
on results of the sharing studies that states
that IMT sharing in the UHF band is not
feasible will not be easily accepted if there
are not supportive Region 2 administrations.
In order to protect the broadcasting service
in the UHF band from potential IMT interference, NABA should attempt to locate
supportive Region 2 administrations.
The heart of the matter in regards to the JTG
4-5-6-7 is the section in the CPM output

ITU Holds Workshop on Importance of
Terrestrial Broadcasters in Emergencies
Lynn Claudy, NAB
As a result of a NABA contribution (with
particular input from CBS) at the April 26,
2013 meeting of ITU Study Group 6 (SG-6),
the development of a comprehensive new
ITU-R Report was endorsed on the longstanding, essential role of terrestrial radio
and television broadcasting for rapid dissemination of emergency information to the
public. The work was assigned to Working
Party 6A co-rapporteurs Lynn Claudy
(NAB) and Gary Stanley (Babcock International). At the recent November 22nd meeting of ITU SG-6 in Geneva, the draft report
from the co-rapporteurs was accepted, with
the final version to be adopted at the next
SG-6 meeting cycle in March 2014.
It was also decided during the April SG-6
meeting, to produce a half-day Workshop on
Emergency Broadcasting, with the corapporteurs of the emergency broadcasting
report serving as co-chairs for the workshop.
The workshop was held on November 21st in
Geneva, serving as a platform to introduce
the draft report, as well as to hear from
broadcasters from other parts of the world
describe their experiences during emergencies:


SG-6 Chairman Christoph Dosch pro-

vided introductory remarks and placed
the workshop in context, noting that
terrestrial TV and radio broadcasters
provide the fastest, most reliable and
effective means of delivering information to the public in critical disaster
situations;


The workshop co-chairs presented a
summary review of the 100-page draft
ITU report on the role of broadcasting
during emergencies, the central theme
being that terrestrial radio and TV
broadcasters are critically important for
information dissemination to the public
in times of emergencies;



Craig Tanner (consultant to CBS) offered an overview of the critical role of
broadcasters in emergency situations,
providing timely public alerting followed by comprehensive event coverage that is information-rich and locally
focused, trustworthy, reliable and ubiquitously available at no cost to the public;



James Deane from BBC Media Action
described their efforts in providing humanitarian response initiatives throughout the world with a focus on setting up

document titled, “Potential candidate
bands.” It is around this section which
stimulates the most passionate debate. If a
band becomes approved for insertion in this
section, it is a notice to the CPM that the
JTG 4-5-6-7 has decided, based on an analysis of the results of the studies, that it is a
potential candidate band for a new IMT allocation. Similar to the third JTG 4-5-6-7
session, this session concluded with no approval of this section and square brackets
around the text. The work plan calls for
sharing studies to be finalized at the fifth
JTG 4-5-6-7. It is then expected that determinations can be made based on the completed sharing studies to declare a potential
candidate band.
All of the documents that are referenced
above are available with a TIES account at
the ITU website (www.itu.int). ∎
FM radio stations in areas where communications had been devastated;


Mitsuhiro Shiozaki (Japan Ministry of
Internal Affairs & Communications)
and Yasuto Hamada (NHK) provided an
analysis of how people used broadcast
and other media during the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake in March 2011,
and described some of the technologies
used by broadcasters to assure continuous access to the population during
emergencies. Also, they offered a prediction that the importance of broadcasting will continue to grow as a result
of its reliability, accuracy and celerity.

The workshop was well attended and interactive, with representatives from a wide
cross-section of the world, including developing countries. Information on the draft
report, presentations from the workshop and
other related material can be downloaded at
www.itu.int/go/ITU-R/RWP6A-2013. ∎

Photo Credit: FEMA / Walt Jennings
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Director General’s Report
Michael McEwen, NABA

Time flies when
you are having fun.
I can’t believe we
have arrived at December and the
holiday period is
looming large, but
it is probably in
part due to a very
busy November for our Association.
As one example, we had a terrific International Satellite Operations Group (ISOG)
meeting in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil the first
week of November. It focused on both next
year’s FIFA World Cup and the IOC’s
Summer Olympics in 2016 and what the
operators and broadcasters will face in
terms of challenges and services during
those massive events. Hosted by Brazil’s
Globo Network and the International Association of Broadcasters (IAB) this was one
of the few times that the World Broadcasting Unions (WBU) has held an ISOG Forum in the Southern Hemisphere. It was
productive and thought-provoking and we
should not wait so long to do it again.
This was also Dick Tauber’s last meeting as
ISOG Chair after more than 20 years in the
role. Dick, as many of you may know, is
retiring from CNN at the end of the month.
He has made many friends from around the
world in broadcasting and with satellite
communities in particular. We will miss
him, but I suspect Dick will keep a close
watch on us and let us know his views from
time to time. Akira Ogawa from NHK has
taken the Chair of ISOG for 2014 and he
will have our full support as he brings a

end of the day the very economics of this
business. As you will see from Jim’s article
we have done a lot from a standing start a
year ago, but we have a long road to go.

steady hand to the issues of the day.
Work has picked-up on the Next Generation of Television front with an Ad-Hoc
Board Committee being struck and supported by a sub-committee of the Technical
Committee Chaired by Bob Plummer of
Fox. This group evaluated all 146 ATSC
3.0 requirements and will report to the AdHoc Committee and the Board on December 9th and 10th respectively. These requirements shape the proposals for the
physical layer of the next transmission standard. Our Board and TC felt it was important to review them in light of our own
White Paper on requirements last year and
assess whether our thinking has evolved to
the point that we need to make further
views known. Basically, a lot of analytical
important work over a short period of time.
I believe these discussions and ones similar
to them will be very much a part of our
work over the coming year. There seems to
be more questions than answers, at least at
this point, about what will be the key drivers of the Next Generation of Television.
We, “the users,” really must define clearly
what we require.
You will notice that Jim Starzynski from
NBCU has a major contribution in this NABAcaster on the evolving work of the “File
Format” sub-committee and reaching out to
other industry organizations. I can’t stress
enough the importance of this work that has
been communicated to me by our membership. Even if you are not directly involved
in this area, it is important to all aspects of
the broadcast “food chain” and therefore
impacts workflow, productivity and at the

The Broadcaster Treaty discussion at the
World Intellectual Property Organization
still is very robust, but as yet we have no
commitment for a Diplomatic Conference.
Meetings this December and likely in the
spring should determine whether we have
this Conference in 2015. The tireless efforts of our Legal Committee have been
focused on achieving this goal and will
continue to be so. Protecting our signals
from piracy is the first step in securing
revenue for what we create and air. Without a Treaty that recognizes the challenges
of the Digital Age that first step is very hard
to secure, indeed. We’ll have more on this
in the months to come.
Our first meeting of the Radio Committee
will take place on December 17th by teleconference and then face-to-face in New
York at our Annual General Meeting Event
in February (note the announcement below). It will take a few meetings to define
the mandate, subsequent work plan and
deliverables. However, I think the opportunity the Board has given our members to
focus specifically on Radio issues is terrific
and will benefit us all.
So with these brief notes I will bring my
column to an end by thanking all of you for
your contributions, participation and interest in NABA over this past year. I remind
you that we count on you for an equally
exciting 2014. Warm and sincere wishes to
you and your family for a Happy Holiday
and a spectacular New Year. ∎

NABA 2014 AGM & Conference Event
The 2014 NABA AGM & Conference Event will be held in New York City over two days
(February 11-12). The Board and Committee Meetings will be held on February 11 th (exact
locations to be announced). The AGM and Conference will be held again at HBO’s 15th
Floor Terrace at their 1100 Avenue of the Americas (at 42nd Street) location.
We encourage everyone to attend as it will offer a full review of the past year and a layout
for the work ahead. Keynote speakers and panels will be reflective of our current industry
issues.
Registration will open on December 16th. Stay tuned…
Page | 4
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WBU-ISOG RIO
Forum Summary
Dick Tauber, CNN
After more than two decades of being away,
the WBU-ISOG Forum was once again back
in South America, this time wonderfully
hosted by Globo Network and IAB in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil (November 4-6, 2013). It
was an extremely educational and productive gathering thanks primarily to the organizational work done by the TV Globo team,
led by Liliana Nakonechnyj, Director, Telecommunications Division. More than 100+
delegates came together to take part in the
meeting as speakers, presenters and a number of interested and inquisitive local attendees, were prompted by the program’s variety of timely topics.
Following a gracious welcome
from Dr. Nakonechnyj, the
meeting delegates approved
unanimously the WBU-ISOG
Recommendation for a DSNG
Parameter Set. With the help
and support of technical committees from all WBU-TC
members, and the persistent
work and attention given to this
by Guy Bouchard, Chief Specialist, CBC/Radio-Canada
Technology and his working
committee as this was a significant achievement to all broadcasters. Guy
deserves our grateful thanks and appreciation for everything he accomplished over the
past few years in developing and gaining
support for this workable DSNG Parameter
Set.
Bob Plummer, WBU-TC Vice-Chair and
representative of Fox Networks moderated a
carefully defined panel of experts regarding
WRC-15 and the threats to bandwidth, especially progress being made in coordinating a
unified policy and approach for broadcasters
to protect C-band and Extended C-band for
global program distribution. Michael McEwen, Director General, NABA and Head,
WBU Secretariat described the efforts of
NABA broadcast members in producing
scientific studies that prove the impossibility
of spectrum sharing in the C-band. This
work was backed up and expanded upon by
other panelists. It seems that C-band and

spectrum preservation has become a fixed
item at every WBU-ISOG meeting over the
last few years. It is apparent to everyone
involved that the importance and significance of this subject as a life and death issue
for broadcasters worldwide must continue in
earnest. We cannot let up on our work related to WRC-15 even the slightest.
David Gill, Resource Manager of the BBC
presented and described the detailed process
of choosing and selecting the latest equipment for satellite vehicles. The BBC has
taken a sort of “Small, Medium or Large”
approach in acquiring the necessary type
(three versions in all) of vehicle and gear to
fulfill their requirements for a wide range of
breaking news and scheduled events. This
includes conventional Ku-band as well as
the newest Ka-band and IP transmission
technology.

Cup, including Sven Schaeffner, Head, TV
FIFA, World Cup Office, Brazil. Also,
Daniel Freitas, Telebras laid out the extensive planning and work going into upgrading
and providing the vast telecom network for
the World Cup.
On day two, we began with Michael McEwen offering thanks to Globo Network and
also taking a few moments to offer thanks to
myself for the past twenty years as “an active ISOG member, supporter, leader and
champion since the group’s inception in
June, 1985.” As many of you know, I will
be retiring from the CNN News Group at the
end of the year and will thus be stepping
down as the WBU-ISOG Chair as well.
Michael also outlined several ISOG benchmark achievements under my leadership and
offered many thanks and good wishes to
which I’m very humbled. Akira Ogawa of
NHK and WBU-ISOG ViceChair was introduced as the Interim Chair. Along with Akira’s
announcement, it was revealed
that the first WBU-ISOG meeting
of 2014 would take place in Tokyo, Japan hosted by NHK.
A Regional Union Update on
IAB progress and changes was
made by Dr. Alexandre Jobim,
the incoming IAB President.
Cesar Gerbasi, Technical Director of OTI provided a similar
update on the first day.

One of factors that led to this WBU-ISOG
Forum taking place in Brazil was the high
interest in the upcoming FIFA World Cup
being hosted by Brazil next summer, followed by the IOC’s 2016 Summer Olympics. The TV Globo team was able to arrange several excellent panels related to both
events where we learned of the elaborate
plans and challenges being faced in preparation for these major events. A very useful
presentation was made by Rodrigo Lalli,
COO & Director, Podium Global Sports
Logistics, the primary group for all of Brazil
for the import and export of goods and
equipment for both rights and non-rights
holders as well as all media and journalists
planning to attend and cover these sporting
events.
Fernando Wiktor, Operations Manager, Satellite & Circuits Planning, TV Globo pulled
together top experts related to the World

A customary practice at WBU-ISOG Forums is to have sessions looking at new
products and concepts including alternate
technologies being adapted by broadcasters
for transmissions. Mr. Gerbasi moderated a
panel where we heard about this through the
growth and developments of cellular service
in Brazil and their move towards 4G.
Andrew Steele, Head of Operations, BBC
Newsgathering, gave a far reaching run
down on the tasks and challenges for newsgathering faced in the current environment
of high demand yet stringent budgets. His
presentation was punctuated by several examples of events in the U.K and detailed the
full scope of issues and concerns that must
be taken into account with 24/7 coverage.
Continued on next page...
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One might expect that satellite orders have
already been placed for the World Cup, but
a number of satellite operators are already
booking service for the 2016 Olympics too.
In an overview panel, J.R. Cristovan Nascimento, CEO of Unisat moderated a session
on the opportunities for satellite companies
covering Brazil.
Tom Gibbon (Consultant, NHK) moderated
a panel that included Mike Antonovich of
Ateme, SVP & GM for the Americas and
Masataka Tsuchiya, Marketing Manager for
NTT Electronics. We heard about what to
expect with progress and developments with
UHDTV (4K & 8K) capabilities. Yoshiaki
Shishikui,
Executive
Research Engineer, NHK
provided advancements
at his network in Japan
and Eutelsat representative Michel Chabrol,
Director, Digital Cinema, 3-D & UHDTV and
Jurandir Pitsch from SES
discussed how their satellite companies were
approaching the possible
changes when examining
4K & 8K bandwidth
requirements.
Lastly,
Matthew Goldman, Sr.
V.P., TV Compression
for Ericsson provided an excellent overall
view of how 4K/8K would expand the visual
experience for viewers. It also became clear
during the discussion that general; overall
adoption of this improved compression by
broadcasters and consumers was still likely a
few years away.
Along with his very clear and understandable explanation of 4K/8K, good for both
the engineering expert or the TV industry
non-engineer, Mr. Goldman also presented a
very comprehensive tutorial on HEVC.
Anyone who has witnessed either of Matthew’s presentations has a much better understanding of these related technologies
and video formats as to where and how they
are being developed for the future.
The session on satellite interference moderated by Martin Coleman, Executive Director, IRG (satellite Interference Reduction
Group) began with myself providing a progress report on a number of areas including
RFI-EUI (Radio Frequency Interference –

End Users Initiative; a non-profit group that
WBU-ISOG has worked with for several
years to prevent interference). Of note is
that this media group is merging with IRG
to become a WG (Working Group) of that
organization. So, RFI-EUI will become IRG
-EUI. This merger will permit growth and
expansion of the IRG & EUI message to
mitigate and stop satellite interference.
Martin provided an update on IRG activities;
J.R. Cristovam Nascimento (also a GVF
correspondent) provided the details regarding a new SNG training program for uplinkers that has just come on-line; and, Steven
Soenens, VP Product, Development Management for Newtec discussed the progress

of CID (Carrier ID) now that a standard for
CID has been issued by ETSI (European
Telecommunications Standards Institute).
The second significant action of the meeting
was the unanimous adoption of the ASBU
Action Plan for Stopping Satellite Interference. On October 6th and 7th ASBU, working closely with ArabSat, organized and led
a day-and-a-half conference on harmful interference at their headquarters in Tunis,
Tunisia. At the conclusion of the meeting,
the Action Plan was drawn up and approved
by all delegates. It has since been presented
and formally adopted by the ASBU Technical Committee, and now, by all the broadcaster unions included in the WBU-ISOG
membership. The full text of the Action
Plan, including appended back-up documents, can be found on the WBU-ISOG web
site:
http://isog.worldbroadcastingunions.org

Committee and Roberto Dantas, Director,
Technology, Rio 2016 Project from Embratel, to make the WBU-ISOG delegates
aware of what was expected and what was
being done with the nuts-and-bolts issues of
communications and technology for Brazil
in preparation of the Olympics, just two
years away.
The HEVC and 4K/8K discussions and presentation on Day-2 of the Forum, as well as
the other sessions regarding changing technology were highlighted on the final halfday of this Forum by a comprehensive visit
and tour of the extensive TV Globo Projac
Facilities. This main TV center for Globo
includes a costume shop
for building wardrobe for
the many Globo productions as well as a 90,000
item inventory covering
hundreds of years of period and present costumes. Projac also houses
a huge scenery construction shop using the most
modern techniques for
building sets, props and
special effects. And getting back to transmission
technologies, part of the
tour allowed everyone to
witness a live 4K transmission demonstration which included an
active uplink transmission from the Intelsat
Ellenwood, Georgia (USA) earth station to
the Rio downlink site and fiber connection
to the Projac location. The pristine 4K signal was more than eye-catching, and of
nearly a 3-D comparison.
Again, we are very grateful to our friends
and colleagues at IAB and Globo Network
for a great meeting venue and Forum
agenda. As repeated by many, it was “the
best ISOG ever!” We hope it will not be
decades again before ISOG returns to Latin
America! ∎

Then, Fernando Wiktor engaged Mario Andrada, Director, Communications, Rio 2016
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NABA Welcomes Ad-ID and BBM Canada as New Members
We are pleased to announce that both Ad-ID and BBM Canada have recently joined NABA as Affiliate
Members effective immediately. They have both expressed a great deal of interest in becoming involved with NABA due to the work of the File-Format Sub-Committee.
Ad-ID is the US industry standard registration authority for identifying advertising assets across all
media platforms, a limited liability company of the American Association of Advertising Agencies and
the Association of National Advertisers. Ad-ID is now the sole standard commercial identifier for all
commercials produced for television, radio and digital platforms featuring SAG-AFTRA union members. Ad-ID and its Chief Growth Officer Harold S. Geller also represent advertisers and agencies in
conversations relating to standard distribution formats, metadata and media interoperability.
BBM Canada is a not for profit, member-owned tripartite industry organization, which has been operating since 1944. BBM Canada provides broadcast measurement and consumer behaviour data, as well
as industry-leading intelligence to broadcasters, advertisers and agencies. BBM Canada’s services include national and regional TV/Radio meter panels employing Portable People Meter (PPM) technology, diary surveys for our 100+ radio and television markets, and a variety of syndicated and custom
research studies.

SiriusXM Announces Sirius FM-6 is Ready for Service
SiriusXM recently announced that their Sirius FM-6, the newest addition to their satellite fleet, has
been successfully placed in orbit and declared ready for service. It will play an important role in bolstering the continuity of SiriusXM’s service for years to come.
FM-6 was launched on October 25th from the Bakinour Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan aboard an International Launch Services (ILS) Proton. All testing is now successfully completed and a huge round of
congratulations go to NABA President (also Co-Founder and Technical Executive, SiriusXM) Robert
Briskman, for another job well done.

World Radio Day 2014 is February 13th
On November 3, 2011, the 36th General Conference of UNESCO approved the creation of the World
Day of Radio.
World Radio Day seeks to raise awareness about the importance of radio, facilitate access to information through radio and enhance networking among broadcasters. Radio is recognized as a low cost medium, specifically suited to reach remote communities and vulnerable people: the illiterate, the disabled,
women, youth and the poor, while offering a platform to intervene in the public debate, irrespective of
people’s educational level. Furthermore, radio has a strong and specific role in emergency communication and disaster relief. However, it is said that up to a billion people still do not have access to radio
today.
For more information: www.worldradioday.org

Secretariat Holiday Office Closure
The NABA Secretariat will be closed December 24 th-29th and January 1st. We will be open on the 30th
and for a half-day on the 31st.
For urgent matters only, please contact Michael
McEwen at: +1 416-802-9336.
Regular office hours will resume on Thursday, January 2 nd at 09:00 EST.
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NABA Members & Issues in the News


Wheeler FCC Ready to Roll



CBC Unveils Broadcast Coverage of 2014 Sochi Olympics



DIRECTV Surprises in Q3



CBS Chief Lobbies to Extend Ad Payment Window for Delayed Viewing



NPR Board Welcomes Four new Directors



CPB Funds TV Station Emergency Communications



DIRECTV to Stream 30+ Channels Out-of-Home



CBC Partners with Rogers in Landmark NHL Rights Deal



Zucker Plans Massive Changes at CNN



Univision Joins Broadcaster Traffic Consortium



ITU Produces Draft of “Interactive TV, Radio Sound Standard”

Looking Ahead - Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

Dec. 10

NABA-Board of Directors Meeting (Hosted by NBCU)

New York, NY, USA

Dec. 10-12

WIPO—General Assembly extra-Ordinary Session

Geneva, Switzerland

Dec. 16-20

WIPO—27th Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights

Geneva, Switzerland

Dec. 17

NABA-Radio Committee

[Teleconference]

Jan. 1-10

Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2014

Las Vegas, NV, USA

Jan. 22

NABA-Legal Committee

[Teleconference]

Feb. 11-12

NABA Annual General Meeting & Conference Event

New York, NY, USA

Feb. 13

UNESCO’s World Radio Day 2014

Worldwide

Mar. 10-13

Satellite 2014

Washington, DC, USA

A complete list of upcoming events is available in the Calendar of Events section at www.nabanet.com

The NABAcaster newsletter is also always available at www.nabanet.com
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